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SPG9000
Timing and Reference System

Next-generation system for all the synchronization, timing
and reference test signal generation needs in your facility
Introducing the SPG9000 – your complete sync generation solution
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Two independent 1G/10G ports for PTP, supporting
dual leader, dual follower, and follower + leader
conﬁgurations
Integrated multi-system (GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou,
Galileo, QZSS) dual-band GNSS receiver for a highly
accurate and reliable timing source
Analog genlock input and multiple sync outputs for
legacy and hybrid SDI/IP facilities
Multiple video/audio/data test signal generators for
formats from SD to HD/2K to UHD/4K
4 multi-rate (SD-SDI to 12G-SDI) SDI test signal
outputs
2 10G/25G Ethernet ports for ST 2110 test signal streams
with ST 2022-7 redundancy
NMOS management of IP sender conﬁguration
Secure web interface for remote operation and RESTstyle HTTP API for easy integration with third-party
management software

Where Can I Use the SPG9000?
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Where Can I Use the SPG9000?

IP-Based Video
Facilities
In modern IP-based facilities, PTP is distributed
for timing and synchronization to a common
source. The SPG9000 can use a GNSS signal as
the time source and serve as a PTP grandmaster
for the video network. With two independent
ports and PTP engines, each SPG9000 can
provide PTP for two different domains (e.g. ST
2059 and AES67) or can connect to both sides of
redundant networks.
For easy connectivity to spine or backbone
switches, each PTP port of the SPG9000 can
connect at either 10 Gbps or 1 Gbps line rate,
using SFP+ transceiver modules.
Each PTP instance of the SPG9000 can operate
as a leader only, a follower only, or use “Ordinary
Clock” mode which can adapt between leader
and follower as required. For example, if GNSSbased time synchronization is not available
(perhaps because there is no clear view of the
sky for the antenna), a pair of SPG9000 systems
can still function as a primary + backup pair for
redundancy. The backup will use PTP to sync to
the primary, and takeover with no time
disturbance when it switches from follower to
leader.
The SPG9000 can also function as an NMOScontrolled media sender, generating video,
audio and data reference test signals over ST 2110
IP streams. The two 25 Gbps ports for IP trafﬁc
can operate independently or as redundant links
per ST 2022-7.

SDI/Analog Video
Facilities
The SPG9000 is a full-featured sync pulse
generator, providing all the necessary reference
signals for an SDI-based video facility. The
SPG9000 can lock to a GNSS signal or genlock to
another SPG. It has six analog outputs for
NTSC/PAL black burst, HD tri-level sync, 10 MHz
continuous wave, or 1 pulse-per-second signals,
each with independent timing offsets. Time
code can be distributed from four LTC outputs
and from VITC on any NTSC/PAL black outputs.
Word Clock and Digital Audio Reference Signal
(DARS) outputs are available for audio reference.
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audio and data reference test signals over ST 2110
IP streams. The two 25 Gbps ports for IP trafﬁc
can operate independently or as redundant links
per ST 2022-7.
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SDI/Analog Video
Facilities
The SPG9000 is a full-featured sync pulse
generator, providing all the necessary reference
signals for an SDI-based video facility. The
SPG9000 can lock to a GNSS signal or genlock to
another SPG. It has six analog outputs for
NTSC/PAL black burst, HD tri-level sync, 10 MHz
continuous wave, or 1 pulse-per-second signals,
each with independent timing offsets. Time
code can be distributed from four LTC outputs
and from VITC on any NTSC/PAL black outputs.
Word Clock and Digital Audio Reference Signal
(DARS) outputs are available for audio reference.
The SPG9000 also includes four multi-rate SDI
test signal outputs that can operate
independently for SD, HD-SDI (1.5G and 3G), and
UHD (12G-SDI) formats, or as a quad-link
interface for 4× 3G-SDI UHD formats.
Along with the companion ECO8000
changeover unit, a pair of SPG9000 units
(primary and backup) comprise a highly
available synchronization solution.

Hybrid SDI/IP Video
Facilities
The SPG9000 is ideal for facilities that have a
hybrid mix of IP-based equipment and
SDI/analog equipment. SPG9000s can serve as
PTP grandmasters for the facility’s time and
synchronization source. PTP is distributed
through the facility, and directly to IP-based
devices. At the network edge, additional
SPG9000 units (either standalone or paired in a
primary/backup conﬁguration with an ECO8000)
can operate as PTP followers and lock to the
active grandmaster. This reference is then used
to generate analog sync and time code signals
for SDI/analog equipment that uses a traditional
genlock input. This system architecture ensures
that all equipment in the facility is synchronized
to the same time source.
Test signal outputs of each SPG9000 can be
conﬁgured to duplicate the same video test
patterns to both IP and SDI outputs, or they can
be conﬁgured to use separate test patterns.
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Key Features

be conﬁgured to use separate test patterns.

Flexible Conﬁguration Key Features
Options for Any System
Key Features
Architecture
The SPG9000 offers a complete set of reference inputs and
outputs, supporting a wide variety of system designs. The
base conﬁguration includes all the features of a complete
sync pulse generator, and all options are licensed so that
they can be purchased with the base unit or any time later
to upgrade the system.
The SPG9000 offers a complete set of reference inputs and
outputs, supporting a wide variety of system designs. The
The SPG9000 has multiple options for setting the internal
base conﬁguration includes all the features of a complete
clock reference (frequency and time-of-day). It can lock to a
The
offers a complete
set ofare
reference
inputs
and
syncSPG9000
pulse generator,
and all options
licensed
so that
received GNSS signal, to another PTP grandmaster, or to
outputs,
a wide
of system
they cansupporting
be purchased
withvariety
the base
unit or designs.
any timeThe
later
another sync generator or an external atomic clock using
base
conﬁguration
includes all the features of a complete
to upgrade
the system.
the analog genlock input.
sync pulse generator, and all options are licensed so that
The SPG9000
has multiple
forunit
setting
thetime
internal
they
can be purchased
withoptions
the base
or any
later
The loop-through genlock input can lock to many different
clock
reference
(frequency and time-of-day). It can lock to a
to
upgrade
the system.
types of analog synchronization signals, including NTSC
received GNSS signal, to another PTP grandmaster, or to
and PAL black burst, HD tri-level sync signals for all
The
SPG9000
has multiple
options
for setting
the internal
another
sync generator
or an
external
atomic clock
using
common 1080-line and 720-line frame rates and formats,
clock
reference
(frequency
the analog
genlock
input. and time-of-day). It can lock to a
and continuous wave (CW) signals at 10 MHz and other
received GNSS signal, to another PTP grandmaster, or to
frequencies.
The loop-through
genlock
input
can lock
to many
another
sync generator
or an
external
atomic
clockdifferent
using
types
of analog
synchronization
signals, including NTSC
the
analog
genlock
input.
and PAL black burst, HD tri-level sync signals for all
The
loop-through
input frame
can lock
to many
different
common
1080-linegenlock
and 720-line
rates
and formats,
types
of analog synchronization
signals,
NTSC
and continuous
wave (CW) signals
at 10 including
MHz and other
and
PAL black burst, HD tri-level sync signals for all
frequencies.
common 1080-line and 720-line frame rates and formats,
and continuous wave (CW) signals at 10 MHz and other
frequencies.
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Flexible Conﬁguration
Options for Any System
Flexible
Conﬁguration
Architecture
Options for Any System
Architecture

Resilient to Interruption
and Reliable for
Continuous Operation
Resiliency and reliability are essential attributes for a timing
reference generator since it is a mission-critical component
for the video facility.

Resilient to Interruption
and Reliable for
The
SPG9000 has a to
high-quality
oven-controlled crystal
Resilient
Interruption
Continuous
Operation
oscillator (OCXO) for its internal clock. If the received GNSS
ResiliencyReliable
and reliability arefor
essential attributes for a timing
and
signal or genlock input signal is temporarily lost, the
reference generator since it is a mission-critical component
SPG9000 will switch to holdover
mode in which this clock
Continuous
Operation
for the video facility.
maintains its time and phase from the previous lock. When
Resiliency and reliability are essential attributes for a timing
the reference input signal is restored, the holdover recovery
The SPG9000
has a high-quality
oven-controlled
crystal
reference
generator
since it is a mission-critical
component
process adjusts the clock slowly to eliminate any
oscillator
(OCXO)
for its internal clock. If the received GNSS
for
the video
facility.
accumulated phase difference. Avoiding an abrupt “jam”
signal or genlock input signal is temporarily lost, the
when
the SPG9000
is re-locked ensures
that no crystal
The
SPG9000
has a high-quality
SPG9000
will switch
to holdover oven-controlled
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clock
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shock”
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byreceived
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input
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SPG9000
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in which
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eliminate
anythis clock
Most facilities require the timing reference to be available
maintains
its time
and
phase from
the previous
lock.
When
accumulated
phase
difference.
Avoiding
an abrupt
“jam”
continuously and the SPG9000 has an innovative dual
the
reference
input signal
is restored,
thethat
holdover
when
the SPG9000
is re-locked
ensures
no recovery
power supply system to assist high availability. Unlike
process
adjusts the
clockwill
slowly
to eliminate
any
“synchronization
shock”
be observed
by follower
simpler devices, the SPG9000 has a designated active
accumulated
phase difference. Avoiding an abrupt “jam”
devices.
power supply and an idle backup supply. This ensures that
when the SPG9000 is re-locked ensures that no
they are not used at the same rate and will not potentially
Most facilities require
the
timing
reference
be available
“synchronization
shock”
will
be observed
byto
follower
fail at about the same time. The SPG9000 will monitor the
continuously and the SPG9000 has an innovative dual
devices.
temperature-weighted hours of the active supply and alert
power supply system to assist high availability. Unlike
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whenrequire
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the reference
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Most
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toThe
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simpler
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continuously
and
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power supply and an idle backup supply. This ensures
that
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at the
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fail
at about
the same
time.
The
SPG9000
will monitor
the
supply
undergoes
a brief
load
test
automatically
each day
temperature-weighted
hoursifofthis
thetest
active
supply and alert
and the user can be notiﬁed
fails.
the user when it approaches the rated limit. The backup

supply undergoes a brief load test automatically each day
and the user can be notiﬁed if this test fails.

Integrated Dual-Band
GNSS Receiver
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In addition to their main purpose of providing position
information, Global Navigation Satellite Systems also
provide highly accurate time-of-day information. Video
systems can use this time to compute the precise number
of video and audio frames since the “epoch” date and time,
In addition to their main purpose of providing position
thereby synchronizing signals even from disconnected
information, Global Navigation Satellite Systems also
systems.
provide highly accurate time-of-day information. Video
systems
can use
to compute
the precise
number
The SPG9000
hasthis
an time
integrated
multi-GNSS,
dual-band
of video and
audio frames
since the “epoch”
date andand
time,
receiver,
supporting
GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo, BeiDou,
thereby
synchronizing
signals
from
disconnected
QZSS
satellite
constellations
ateven
L1 and
L5 frequencies
as
systems.
applicable. Unlike “smart” antennas that include an internal

Integrated Dual-Band
GNSS Receiver

receiver, the SPG9000’s antenna produces a simple RF
The SPG9000 has an integrated multi-GNSS, dual-band
signal that can be brought to the SPG9000 by plain coaxial
receiver, supporting GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, and
cable, greatly simplifying installation and maintenance.
QZSS satellite constellations at L1 and L5 frequencies as
applicable.
Unlike
“smart”monitors
antennasthe
that
includeGNSS
an internal
The SPG9000
constantly
received
receiver,
the
SPG9000’s
antenna
produces
a
simple
signal, showing the ID, status, and signal strength ofRF
each
signal that
can bein
brought
to the
SPG9000can
by plain
coaxial
satellite
currently
view. This
information
be viewed
cable,
simplifying
on
thegreatly
web interface
and installation
retrieved viaand
themaintenance.
HTTP API,
providing valuable diagnostic information when
The SPG9000 constantly monitors the received GNSS
investigating signal reception issues.
signal, showing the ID, status, and signal strength of each
satellite currently in view. This information can be viewed
on the web interface and retrieved via the HTTP API,
providing valuable diagnostic information when
investigating signal reception issues.

Complete PTP Solution for
Today’s IP Video Networks
The SPG9000 includes an advanced implementation of the
Precision Time Protocol, making it the ideal choice for a
facility’s timing and synchronization reference.

Complete PTP Solution for
Today’s
IP Video Networks
Both Leader and Follower modes are supported, and the

The SPG9000
includes
an advanced
implementation
SPG9000
can also
operate
as an “Ordinary
Clock” thatof the
Precision
Time Protocol,
it the ideal choice
for a
adapts
between
the twomaking
modes depending
on dynamic
facility’s
and synchronization
reference.
network timing
conditions.
With two independent
PTP instances,
the SPG9000 can operate as a dual Leader serving two
Both Leader and Follower modes are supported, and the
different domains and/or proﬁles, as a dual Follower
SPG9000 can also operate as an “Ordinary Clock” that
connected to the two sides of a redundant network, or
adapts between the two modes depending on dynamic
simultaneously as a Follower synchronized to an upstream
network conditions. With two independent PTP instances,
grandmaster and as a Leader to a separate downstream
the SPG9000 can operate as a dual Leader serving two
network. The PTP ports operate over 1G/10G-capable
different domains and/or proﬁles, as a dual Follower
interfaces (using SFP+ modules) for easy connection to
connected to the two sides of a redundant network, or
commonly used switch ports.
simultaneously as a Follower synchronized to an upstream
grandmaster
as a Leader
to aproﬁle
separate
downstream
The
SPG9000and
supports
the three
types
required for
network.
The PTPSMPTE
ports operate
over
1G/10G-capable
media
networks:
ST 2059-2,
AES67
Media Proﬁle,
interfaces
(using
SFP+ modules)
for easy
connection
and IEEE 1588
Default.
Both multicast
and
unicast to
commonly used models
switch ports.
communication
are supported, including mixed
multicast/unicast mode.
The SPG9000 supports the three proﬁle types required for
media
networks: SMPTE
ST 2059-2,
AES67
Media Proﬁle,
PTP
performance
monitoring
per IEEE
1588-2019
Annex J is
and
IEEE 1588
Default.
Both
multicast
andand
unicast
supported,
with
real-time
display
of delay
offset
communication
models
are
supported,
including
mixed
measurements and message rates. The data is also
multicast/unicast
mode.
available
via the HTTP
API, for easy integration with

management dashboards.
PTP performance monitoring per IEEE 1588-2019 Annex J is
supported, with real-time display of delay and offset
measurements and message rates. The data is also
available via the HTTP API, for easy integration withPage 5
management dashboards.

measurements and message rates. The data is also
available via the HTTP API, for easy integration with
management dashboards.
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Powerful Test Signal
Generator
Test signals are useful video and audio references that can
be used to troubleshoot or verify performance of
equipment and network links within the facility. The
SPG9000 includes video, audio, and ancillary data
generators for four multi-rate (up to 12G) SDI outputs and
two 25 Gbps IP outputs.
A wide variety of standard video test patterns are available,
such as color bars, monitor calibration patterns, ramps and
staircases, and multiburst and zone plate patterns. Formats
and image sizes from standard deﬁnition to UHD/4K are
supported simultaneously on the independent outputs.
User-supplied image ﬁles can be loaded onto the
instrument and output from the test signal outputs. Logo,
ID text, and time code overlays can be superimposed onto
the test pattern.
The SPG9000 has multiple independent audio tone
generators that can be embedded into the SDI signals and
output as ST 2110-30 IP streams. A special audio/video
pattern can be used to measure A/V delay on a companion
PRISM monitor.
Ancillary data can be included in the SDI signals and
output as ST 2110-40 IP streams. Ancillary time code and
user-speciﬁed packets are both supported.

NMOS-Enabled Media
Sender
Using the Networked Media Open Speciﬁcations (NMOS)
developed by the Advanced Media Workﬂow Association
(AMWA), the SPG9000 can function as a media device in an
IP network.
Using the Discovery & Registration API (IS-04), the
SPG9000 can register as a node with sender capabilities.
Using the Device Connection Management API (IS-05),
receivers can automatically conﬁgure IP connections to
receive IP streams for test signal content (video, audio, and
data).

Remote System
Management and
Monitoring
The SPG9000 includes several tools to facilitate easy
integration with modern management systems and
monitoring dashboards.
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Remote System
Management and
Monitoring
The SPG9000 includes several tools to facilitate easy
integration with modern management systems and
monitoring dashboards.
In addition to the front panel display and keypad for local
operation, the SPG9000 has a full-featured easy-to-use
web-based interface for remote operation. Access is
controlled via user login and password authentication, with
both administrator and operator access levels. HTTPS can
be used for secure network access per EBU R 143
cybersecurity requirements.
A complete HTTP-based Application Programming
Interface (API) is available for client-side software to query
the instrument status and to conﬁgure its run-time
options. Integrated web-based API documentation makes
it easy for developers to understand message structures,
and to interactively send requests to the instrument and
view the responses.
The SPG9000 also utilizes syslog for sending log messages
to a remote server. The minimum reported severity level is
conﬁgurable, to only report error and warning messages or
to also report informational system messages, for example.
PTP status and performance monitoring and GNSS receiver
status are well-supported by both the HTTP API and syslog.
The API conforms with the proposed SMPTE RP 2059-15
data model, providing a vendor-neutral interface for clientside developers.

Companion Changeover Unit

The ECO8000 electronic changeover unit works with a primary + backup pair of SPG9000 units to serve as a highly-reliable
redundant system. It utilizes electronic fast switches for near glitch-less sync source switching, minimizing disruption in
operation. Dual hot-swappable power supplies ensure continuous availability of reference signals, and signals are passed
even when the unit is powered off.
The ECO8000 provides up to nine user-conﬁgurable BNC channels and four LTC channels. Each channel consists of
primary and backup inputs, and an output. The base conﬁguration has three 50 MHz electronic fast switch channels with
options for six more 50 MHz electronic fast switch channels (opt. REF) or 3 GHz relay switch channels (opt. HREF) in groups
of three channels each, plus four optional LTC channels (opt. LTC). The 50 MHz electronic fast switch channels support black
burst, HD tri-level sync, AES/DARS, and word clock signals. The 3 GHz relay switch channels support SD/HD/3G-SDI signals
Page 7
as well as most analog reference signals.
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Companion Changeover Unit
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Overview
Products
Videosworks
Resources
The
ECO8000
electronic Solutions
changeover unit
with a primary + backup pair of SPG9000 units to serve as a highly-reliable
redundant system. It utilizes electronic fast switches for near glitch-less sync source switching, minimizing disruption in
operation. Dual hot-swappable power supplies ensure continuous availability of reference signals, and signals are passed

even when the unit is powered off.
The ECO8000 provides up to nine user-conﬁgurable BNC channels and four LTC channels. Each channel consists of
primary and backup inputs, and an output. The base conﬁguration has three 50 MHz electronic fast switch channels with
options for six more 50 MHz electronic fast switch channels (opt. REF) or 3 GHz relay switch channels (opt. HREF) in groups
of three channels each, plus four optional LTC channels (opt. LTC). The 50 MHz electronic fast switch channels support black
burst, HD tri-level sync, AES/DARS, and word clock signals. The 3 GHz relay switch channels support SD/HD/3G-SDI signals
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as well as most analog reference signals.

Timing and Reference System : Tech Specs
Contact Us

Technical Specifications
Form Factor and Dimensions

Dimensions
Height

44.0 mm (1.73 in.)

Width

482.6 mm (19 in.)

Depth

516.1 mm (20.32 in.)

Weight

4.85 kg (10.7 lbs)
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Dimensions
Height

44.0 mm (1.73 in.)

Width

482.6 mm (19 in.)

Depth

516.1 mm (20.32 in.)

Weight

4.85 kg (10.7 lbs)

Connectivity

Baseband Synchronization

Internal Oscillator
Frequency accuracy in
internal/holdover modes

±155 × 10-9 over 1-year calibration interval; typically ±10 × 10-9 just after adjustment.

Frequency drift

<±100 × 10-9 per year for internal and holdover modes at constant temperature

Genlock Input
Connector

BNC ×2, passive loop-through
NTSC/PAL black burst

Formats

HD tri-level sync (1080 60/59.94/50i, 1080 30/29.97/25/24/23.98p, 1080 24/23.98sF, 720
60/59.94/50p)
CW (1, 3.58, 4.43, 5, or 10 MHz)

Amplitude Range

−8 dB to +6 dB

Lock Stability
±3 dB amplitude change

<1 ns
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Internal Oscillator
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Frequency accuracy in
internal/holdover modes

±155 × 10-9 over 1-year calibration interval; typically ±10 × 10-9 just after adjustment.

Frequency drift

<±100 × 10-9 per year for internal and holdover modes at constant temperature

Genlock Input
Connector

BNC ×2, passive loop-through
NTSC/PAL black burst
HD tri-level sync (1080 60/59.94/50i, 1080 30/29.97/25/24/23.98p, 1080 24/23.98sF, 720
60/59.94/50p)

Formats

CW (1, 3.58, 4.43, 5, or 10 MHz)
Amplitude Range

−8 dB to +6 dB

Lock Stability
±3 dB amplitude change

<1 ns
Jitter with burst lock
<0.5°
Jitter with tri-level sync lock <1 ns
<1 ns (typ. 1°)
Jitter with CW lock

Timing Adjustment
Range
Resolution

± ½ color frame
<0.5° of NTSC/PAL subcarrier, 1 ns for tri-level sync

Black Outputs
Number of Outputs

6
Black burst
NTSC-M (7.5 IRE black)
NTSC-J (0 IRE black)
PAL-B

Formats

HD tri-level sync
1080 60/59.94/50i
1080 60/59.94/50/48/47.95/30/29.97/25/24/23.98p
1080 24/23.98sF
720 60/59.94/50p
CW 10 MHz
1 pps

Amplitude Accuracy
Timing Adjustment
Range
Resolution
Time Code (VITC)
Line Numbers
Date and Time Zone
Source

± 2%
± ½ color frame
Clock resolution: 18.5 ns for black burst, 13.5 ns for HD tri-level
Fine resolution: 0.1 ns for black burst, 0.2 ns for HD tri-level
User-selectable 1 or 2 lines, default 14/16 for NTSC, 19/21 for PAL
SMPTE ST 309, YYMMDD format
Time-of-day with adjustable offset, or program (elapsed) time counter

LTC Input/Outputs
Number of Outputs

4 outputs or 3 outputs and 1 input

Connector

Available through D-sub 15-pin connector; Optional break-out cable to XLR connectors

Formats

24 fps (24 Hz or 23.98 Hz), 25 fps, 30 fps, 30 fps drop-frame (29.97 Hz) per SMPTE ST 12-1

Source

Time-of-day with adjustable offset, or program (elapsed) time counter

Output Amplitude

5V ±10%, adjustable from 0.5 V to 5 V in 0.5 V steps

Word Clock
Connector

BNC ×1

Frequency

48 kHz

Output Level

0-5 V DC (CMOS compatible) or ±1 V into 75 Ω (AES level)

DARS
Outputs

Outputs 2 channels (1 AES/EBU pair)

Connector

BNC ×1

Amplitude

1 V ± 0.2 V

Sampling Frequency

48 kHz (lock on video signal)
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Number of Outputs

4 outputs or 3 outputs and 1 input

Connector

Available through D-sub 15-pin connector; Optional break-out cable to XLR connectors

Formats

24 fps (24 Hz or 23.98 Hz), 25 fps, 30 fps, 30 fps drop-frame (29.97 Hz) per SMPTESPG9000
ST 12-1

Source

Time-of-day with adjustable offset, or program (elapsed) time counter

Output Amplitude

5V ±10%, adjustable from 0.5 V to 5 V in 0.5 V steps
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Word Clock
Connector

BNC ×1

Frequency

48 kHz

Output Level

0-5 V DC (CMOS compatible) or ±1 V into 75 Ω (AES level)

DARS
Outputs

Outputs 2 channels (1 AES/EBU pair)

Connector

BNC ×1

Amplitude

1 V ± 0.2 V

Sampling Frequency

48 kHz (lock on video signal)

Quantization

Linear PCM, 20 or 24 bits

Precision Time Protocol (PTP)

Port Connectors

2× SFP+ sockets. Available transceiver modules for 1G or 10G line speeds.

Operating Modes

Leader only, Follower only, Ordinary Clock (adaptive).

PTP Instances

2 independent, as dual Leader, dual Follower or Follower + Leader

Proﬁles

SMPTE ST 2059-2, AES67 Media Proﬁle, IEEE 1588-2019 Default

Communication Model

Multicast, Unicast, Mixed Multicast/Unicast

Follower Lock Time

Typically 30 seconds for initial lock

Follower Lock Range

± 7.5 ppm
For follower, shown on user interface or available via API
Offset from Master
Path Delay

Measurements

Leader-Follower Delay
Follower-Leader Delay
Status Reporting

Current GM Clock Identity, Clock Class, Clock Accuracy, Time Source
Message rates for Announce, Sync, Delay_Req, and Delay_Resp messages

SMPTE Synchronization
Metadata

For ST 2059-2 proﬁle, automatically inserted in TLV data of Management messages for
leader instances, and automatically decoded for follower instances

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

GNSS Receiver
Constellations

GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS

Frequency Bands

L1 1575.42 MHz and 1602 MHz (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo)
L1 1561.098 MHz (Beidou)
L5 1176.45 MHz (GPS, QZSS, Galileo, BeiDou)

Time Accuracy

Within 150 ns to UTC

Acquisition Time

2 minutes on boot up with warm oven, good satellite signal, and known position
Available via user interface and API
Satellites in view and in ﬁx
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Status Reporting

Current GM Clock Identity, Clock Class, Clock Accuracy, Time Source
Message rates for Announce, Sync, Delay_Req, and Delay_Resp messages

SMPTE Synchronization
Metadata

For ST 2059-2 proﬁle, automatically inserted in TLV data of Management messages for
leader instances, and automatically decoded for follower instances

SPG9000
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Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

GNSS Receiver
Constellations

GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS

Frequency Bands

L1 1575.42 MHz and 1602 MHz (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo)
L1 1561.098 MHz (Beidou)
L5 1176.45 MHz (GPS, QZSS, Galileo, BeiDou)

Time Accuracy

Within 150 ns to UTC

Acquisition Time

2 minutes on boot up with warm oven, good satellite signal, and known position
Available via user interface and API
Satellites in view and in ﬁx

Status Reporting

Per-satellite signal information
Position

GNSS Antenna Input
Connector

SMA female

Input Impedance

50 Ω, internally terminated

DC antenna power output
voltage

3.3 V or 5 V at 55 mA

Fault Protection

Short-circuit/open detection and protection

Return loss

15 dB for L1 band at 1575 MHz
7 dB for L5 band at 1176 MHz

Signal Strength

Recommended 18 dB above ambient level after cable loss and signal ampliﬁers

Power Consumption

Typical

130 VA

Maximum

180 VA

Voltage Range

100 to 240 VAC ±10%, 50/60 Hz

Packaging Dimensions

Height

29.2 cm (11.5 in.)

Width

64.1 cm (25.2 in.)

Depth

73.7 cm (29.0 in.)

Weight

9.6 kg (21.2 lbs.) with no options
12.0 kg (28.7 lbs.) with all options
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Packaging Dimensions

Height

29.2 cm (11.5 in.)
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64.1 cm (25.2 in.)
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9.6 kg (21.2 lbs.) with no options
12.0 kg (28.7 lbs.) with all options

Ordering Information

Base Model
Product Code

Description

SPG9000

SPG9000 timing and reference generator; includes loop-through genlock input, 6 analog
black/tri-level outputs, 4 LTC outputs, word clock output, DARS output, general-purpose
interface, and management LAN interface

Licensed Feature Options
Option Code

Description

SPG9000-GNSS

License; SPG9000, Enable internal GNSS receiver and time synchronization features

SPG9000-PTP

License; SPG9000, Enable PTP (IEEE 1588) support on two ports

SPG9000-SDI

License; SPG9000, Enable SD/HD/UHD test signal generation on four SDI outputs

SPG9000-IP

License; SPG9000, Enable ST 2110 test signal generation on two IP ports

SPG9000-TSG

License; SPG9000, Includes both SDI and IP licenses for test signal generation

*SDI, IP and TSG options are coming soon.

Accessory Options
Option Code

Description

SPG9000-RACK

Rackmount slides and rails kit for SPG9000 (1 RU height, standard full depth)

SPG9000-XLR

Adapter cable (6 feet long) from 15-pin D-sub GPI/LTC connector on the SPG9000 to 4 XLR
male connectors (for LTC input/outputs) and 3 BNC male connectors (for General Purpose
Interface input/outputs)

SFP Modules
Option Code

Description

SPG9000-SFP-1GESR

Gigabit Ethernet short reach 850 nm SFP transceiver module

SPG9000-SFP-10GESR

10G Ethernet short reach 850 nm SFP+ transceiver module

SPG9000-SFP-10GELR

10G Ethernet long reach 1310 nm SFP+ transceiver module

SPG9000-SFP-25GESR

25G Ethernet short reach 850 nm SFP28 transceiver module

SPG9000-SFP-25GELR

25G Ethernet long reach 1310 nm SFP28 transceiver module

Power Options
Option Code

Description

SPG9000-SPW

Includes a single hot-swappable power supply

SPG9000-DPW

Includes two hot-swappable power supply modules for a redundant (primary + backup)
pair
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Option Code
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Power Options
Option Code

Description

SPG9000-SPW

Includes a single hot-swappable power supply

SPG9000-DPW

Includes two hot-swappable power supply modules for a redundant (primary + backup)
pair

Power Cords
Option Code

Description

PWR-CORD-NA-S15

North America Power Cord, Straight 15A

PWR-CORD-EURO

Universal EURO Power Cord

PWR-CORD-CHN

China Power Cord

PWR-CORD-IND

India Power Cord

PWR-CORD-AUS

Australia Power Cord

PWR-CORD-UK

United Kingdom Power Cord

PWR-CORD-BRZ

Brazil Power Cord

PWR-CORD-CHE

Switzerland Power Cord

PWR-CORD-JPN

Japan Power Cord

PWR-CORD-NONE

No Power Cord or AC Adapter

Service Options
Option Code

Description

SPG9000 R3

Standard Warranty Extended to 3 Years. Covers parts, labor and 2-day shipping within
country. Guarantees faster repair time than without coverage. All repairs include calibration
and updates. Hassle free - a single call starts the process

SPG9000 R5

Standard Warranty Extended to 5 Years. Covers parts, labor and 2-day shipping within
country. Guarantees faster repair time than without coverage. All repairs include calibration
and updates. Hassle free - a single call starts the process

Standalone Accessories
The DPW, RACK and XLR accessories can be ordered at the same time as the base SPG9000 product (see “Accessory
Options” above) and shipped together in the same packaging, or they can be ordered separately and shipped in individual
packaging. The ANT accessory is only shipped in separate packaging.
Product Code

Description

SPG9000-ACC-ANT

Multi-GNSS (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou) dual-band (L1 & L5) rooftop antenna that
works with the integrated GNSS receiver of the SPG9000 with option SPG9000-GNSS.
Includes mounting bracket. Coaxial cable with type-N connector required.

SPG9000-ACC-DPW

Hot-swappable, redundant (backup) power supply for the SPG9000

SPG9000-ACC-RACK

Rackmount slides and rails kit for SPG9000 (1 RU height, standard full depth)

SPG9000-ACC-XLR

Adapter cable (6 feet long) from 15-pin D-sub GPI/LTC connector on the SPG9000 to 4 XLR
male connectors (for LTC input/outputs) and 3 BNC male connectors (for General Purpose
Interface input/outputs)

Post-Purchase License Upgrades
The licensed feature options for the SPG9000 can be ordered at any time after the initial base unit purchase. No hardware
upgrades are necessary to enable these features.
Product Code

Description

SPG9000-LICENSE

Upgrade license(s) to enable features for the SPG9000

Option Code

Description

SPG9000-LIC-GNSS

License; SPG9000, Enable internal GNSS receiver and time synchronization features

SPG9000-LIC-PTP

License; SPG9000, Enable PTP (IEEE 1588) support on two ports

SPG9000-LIC-SDI
SPG9000-LIC-IP

License; SPG9000, Enable SD/HD/UHD test signal generation on four SDI outputs Page 14
License; SPG9000, Enable ST 2110 test signal generation on two IP ports

SPG9000-LIC-TSG

License; SPG9000, Includes both SDI and IP licenses for test signal generation

SPG9000-ACC-ANT

works with the integrated GNSS receiver of the SPG9000 with option SPG9000-GNSS.
Includes mounting bracket. Coaxial cable with type-N connector required.

SPG9000-ACC-DPW

Hot-swappable, redundant (backup) power supply for the SPG9000

SPG9000-ACC-RACK

Rackmount slides and rails kit for SPG9000 (1 RU height, standard full depth)

SPG9000-ACC-XLR

Adapter cable (6 feet long) from 15-pin D-sub GPI/LTC connector on the SPG9000
to 4 XLRSheet
Product
male connectors (for LTC input/outputs) and 3 BNC male connectors (for General Purpose
Interface input/outputs)
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Post-Purchase License Upgrades
The licensed feature options for the SPG9000 can be ordered at any time after the initial base unit purchase. No hardware
upgrades are necessary to enable these features.
Product Code

Description

SPG9000-LICENSE

Upgrade license(s) to enable features for the SPG9000

Option Code

Description

SPG9000-LIC-GNSS

License; SPG9000, Enable internal GNSS receiver and time synchronization features

SPG9000-LIC-PTP

License; SPG9000, Enable PTP (IEEE 1588) support on two ports

SPG9000-LIC-SDI

License; SPG9000, Enable SD/HD/UHD test signal generation on four SDI outputs

SPG9000-LIC-IP

License; SPG9000, Enable ST 2110 test signal generation on two IP ports

SPG9000-LIC-TSG

License; SPG9000, Includes both SDI and IP licenses for test signal generation

*SDI, IP and TSG options are coming soon.
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Join Our Community

Live & Studio Production
Post Production
Advertising
VOD
Content Management
Video Quality Monitoring
Case Study Highlights
DIVA & Vantage: M6
Vantage & CloudPort: SxSW
GLIM: APTN
PRISM: MCI StudioHamburg
Dynamic Audience Based Monitoring
iStreamPlanet: Winning Strategy
Applications
4K Waveform Monitor
Archiving
Automated Content Assembly
Avid Integration
Cloud Services
DAI VOD Content Production
Distribution
Dynamic Ad Insertion Monitoring
Education Streaming
Facebook Live
HDR
Hybrid SDI and IP
Live IP Video Analysis
Monitoring ST2110 Networks
Netflix UHD Compliance
OTT Streaming
Post Production Ingest
PTP Timing Sources
Social Media Solutions
Transcoding
Video Monitoring in the Cloud
Worship Services Solutions

Media Processing & Workflow Automation
Vantage
ContentAgent
Lightspeed Server
DIVA | Kumulate
TraﬀicManager
CaptionMaker
Stanza
Vidchecker | Aurora
GLIM
Telestream Cloud Services
Encoding.com
Vantage Cloud Port
Qualify
Timed Text Speech
Video Test & Synchronization
Video Test Solutions
PRISM
Waveform Monitors
Sync Generators & Reference Clock
MPEG/PQA Analyzer
Inspect 2110
Video Quality Monitoring & Analytics
Video Quality Monitoring & Analytics
ARGUS
iVMS ASM
Inspector
Sentry
Surveyor
Production & Streaming
Wirecast
Wirecast Gear
Wirecast Go
ScreenFlow
Switch
Enterprise Capture & Streaming
Lightspeed Live Capture
Lightspeed Live Stream
Transcode Multiscreen
Virtual Events & Video Hosting
Sherpa
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Aﬀiliates
Careers
Contact Us
Customers
Events
Locations
News & Press
Partners
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www.telestream.net | info@telestream.net | tel +1 530 470 1300

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
See us on YouTube
Follow us on LinkedIn
Join us on our Blog
Subscribe
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